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Specialized Mgmt. Lauds
Formation of Committee
•
By Tbnotby Grace
"We think that the Food
Committee is really a good
thing. "
That comment was made by
Don OUen. manager of the
campus food service, Spedalited
Management. on Friday
afternoon following his first
meeting with the newly
organized committee last
Thursday.
The Food Committee was
formed two weeks ago through
lhe Student services Division
following rumors of student
discontent with the food served
in the cafeteria. A number o(
food·throwing disturbances also
took place during the early
weeks o( the first semester.
A Capllv~ AudieDce
Orren and his two assistants.
John Ski and Louis Cirillo all
agree that the Food Commiltee
is an excellent Idea, but insist
that up until the time that the
commiUee was formed they had
not heard a single specific
complaint about the food from a
student.
"We realize that we have a
captive audience and so we
expect to have to change things.

Thafs what we are here for.But, in the past was to stop meeting
honestly didn't know what was as soon as the food started to
wrong." uplained Mr. Ski.
improve," he said.
All emphasited that the recent
Another student member,
complaints made in the new Dave GriHin '73, was
groups first two meetings are "encouraged" by Mr. Offen's
proof to them that while they are willingness to discuss all
putting food oot that lhey think is complaints even though. as
going fine, that is not necessarily Griffin noted. there were certain
the case with the students.
limitations. like budget, to
"However, llOU don't know contend with_
until someone says something
He agreed that lhe committee
definite." added Offen.
is important "because problems
Describing most of the that seem common to students
student's complaints as "quite are orten completely unknown to
reasonable". the food manager lhe food service."
saKI that they (Specialized I plan
Alice Hayes '74. another
to improve as many lhings as member, reiterated earlier
they possibly can.
comments: "They seemed really
Bad Atmosplten
she said.
understanding,"
Several of last week's referring to the men from
suggestions have already been Speciali1ed.
implemented. New orange juice
She explained that although
machines were installed. a she was not really opposed to the
sandwich bar was put out on food before, there did seem to be
Friday evening and eggs were need for some improvements.
offered in just two lines instead
of four at breakfast.
At Thursday's meeting several
students commented on
"seeming improvements" made
CHEERS! Jim Thompson, left. and Jim Kelly. right, both
over the week. They agreed that
members of the senior class seem to be enjoying themselves
"at least some things appeared
during the festivities at Red Garter Night last Saturday.
to be changing."
Brendon Wehlan '73. a student
member of the commillee.
Television Slar David Frost
suggested that the main problem will be flying in for his "afterin the cafeteria rested not with dinner" performance this
the food but the institutionalized coming Tuesday evening at 10:30
atmosphere in the room.
p.m. in the Campus Center Oak
Other members agreed that Room.
changes in motir. such as the
Frost and his band leader Billy
recent halloween decorations. Taylor are being honored at the
might bring forth significant university's First Annual
changes in studen!"s aUitude Celebrity Night that same
when eating in the cafe. The evening along with radio
possibility of altering the seating personality John Gambling.
paUern was also considered.
businessman Dan Lufkin. Coach
Commjttee members also Alex Webster of the N. Y. Giants,
entered a series of new and United States senator
complaints for the consideration Lowell Weicker.
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of the food men. They included:
The
special
campus
requests for more (ruit salad. appearance will include some of
more variety in the salad Frost's traditional stand-up
Events Sell Out
dressings, shorter lunch lines. comedy as well as a bdeJ
toasters which are set for middle performance by the Billy Taylor
range. a questton about lhe age Trio. Frost also wants to talk
of salad, and another question directly with the students before
about the quality of the leaving. Student Tom McKinney
porkchops.
will be the M.C.
the cro\lo-d outside the gym. both Umbdenstock assumes were
By Timodlly Gt1Ice
Hope 10 c....
Admittance to the Oalt Room
before and during the high school age students wanting
Membership on the Food that evening will be possible. ooly
performance.
Homecoming '71 was
to get in.
Committee
includes
"Some arrests were made, representatives from tbe for members of the university
Tbe only real security
proclaimed a complete financial
problems were outside the from what I heard after the Residence Hall Association as community with tickets which
and social success by Richard
Gymnasium
where appro:!i- concert, but I don't know how well as a number of students who can be obtained. free of charge.
Umbdenstoci., chainnan of the
from the office of alumni
fContinued on Page 2)
weekend, shortly after the mately 300 youths gathered. who
expressed initial concern about relations. The oUice is located in
events ended last SUnday.
the proble.m.
Loyola ba.!lement to-A and
Emphasizing that the books
In order to insure continuing tickets
are
available
were still open, with several bills
input from as many members of immediately.
yet to be paid. Umbdenstodt
the student body as possible,
According to Paul Greeley.
estimated that he would
committee members are director o( alumni relations and
probably be able to immediately
planning to invite one fdend coordinator of Tuesday's
return to the Student
each to a meeting who is performance. the purpose of
Government the $1.000 "l1ich
unhappy with some aspect of the distributing tickets is to control
they allocated (or Homeroming.
Fairfield
University Karen Hanrahan.
food service.
the crowd. avoiding disturbances
He added that upwards of $500 PLAYHOUSE producer, Thomas
"She Loves Me" will open on
James Fitzpatrick. director of
might also be given to the
McKinney has announced today Thursday. Dec. 2nd at the the Campus Center. emphasi%ed cause by outsiders.
The Celebrity Night affair is
Government depending on the
the cast for "She Loves Me." lhe PLAYHOUSE at 8:30 P.M. and after the meeting that he feels
being organized by the
final financial transactions.
second production of the run for eight performances. A the real value of the committee University
Relations Division
Both SlIms would go toward
Playhouse 1971-72 se~n.
Twilight performance will be will lie in their ability to for members of the President's
providing future social events
.. An inUmate and charming given on Sunday, Dec. 5th at 6 continue meeting throughout the Circle and all other large:donors
for students this year at a
musical"
was the consensus of P.M. Tickets go on sale Nov. year.
to the university over the past
minimum cost to the students
15th.
"The commit!ee's big mistake threelears.
opinion of the New York
\\110 have paid their activities
critics when "She Loves Me"
f...
opened at the Eugene O'Neill
All Sold Oul
Theatre on April 23. 1963.
Umbdenstock's claim to
"social success" was supported,
"She Loves Me" will be staged
he said. by the fact that nearly 99
Robert G. Emerich with
percent of the concert tickets by
Frank Flint as musical director,
were bought and used by
members of Fairfield's student Edward Spires as Technical
Director, Minerva Farrell as
body.
costume designer and Robert
"1 was just amazed at the
heavy parllcipation on the part Mantione as Assistant producer.
of the undergraduates." he said.
Appearing in the cast will be:
All 2.350 tickets to the Beach Robert Unkle. Maureen Conlin,
Boys Concert were sold out by Brenda Blisset, Joe Loya,
4:00 p.m. last Thursday, the Dennis Cannon. William
chairman reported. In addition Graham, William Valentine and
the package deals were all taken MitchSyp.
by6:oop.m. that same day.
Appearing as shoppers and
Umbdenstock claims that
tickets were being sold for 18-$10 carolers are: Bonnie Oortenzio,
outside the gymnasium Friday George Ahlmeyer. D~n
night.
Piugerald, Marybeth AUwell1,
He congratulated both the Peggy Joacbim, Lynn Madican,
'I
I ~
- \"
security department and Peggy S",bo, WiIlWn 1........
A
FREE
WASH
was
available
for
the
car
'of
any
,ladent,
who
purchased
a
deal
to
last
members of student services for Christine Sboemaker, Kathy
weekend's Homecoming events, from members of the Phi Kappa Theta fraternity.
an "exceUent job" controiliDg M~,MdmdaH~~,~
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Four Complete .Heart Research
Three undergraduate students
have completed research
projects using $600 grants from
the Greater Bridgeport Hearl
Association.

They are Elliot Kulakowski.
Ismael Colon and Thomas Wood.
They completed their research
this summer using facilities here
on campus.

Or. Donald J. Ross. president
of the local Association said .. the

objeet of this program is to
stimulate and encourage
promising undergraduate
majors in the life sciences and to
consider a career in cardiac
research. "
Research

A HOME AT LAST! was found for the campus' rising bicycle
population when bike racks arrived last week. They were placed
near all major locations.

may

be

of

a

laboratory. library or statistical
nature. The projects are usually
conducted during the summer
conducted under the supervision
of area physicians and scientists
at area universities, hospitals
and laboratories. Applications
for the program are normally
available in April.
The number of such research
projects depends on the success
of the Heart association's annual
fund appeal. as the greater
portion of monies derived from
the annual campaign is used in
the field of research for the cure
and prevention of heart disease.

History Dept. Begins Raps
Have you ever heard a
proff!ssor say he wishes he had
more time to develop a
particular point in his lectures,
something that he is particularly
knowledgeable and excited
about? The Department of
History wishes to take
advantage of such enthusiasm by
introducing to the Fairfield
University campus the
colloquium on <:ontemporary
issues.
Another urge v..hich is deeply
felt. especially among students.
is direct participation in
discussion. The "rap session"
has become the most popular
form of student activity
throughout the (.'Ountry, and the
idea of the colloquium would
seem to fit the needs of both the
professionally excited professor
and the interested student.
The colloquium stresses
informality. Although there may
be a short delivery by the
professorial
participants.
striclly to define the issue under
discussion. the major emphasis
will be on the free and friendly
exchange of ideas and
information. and the temporary
breakdown of the roles of
professor and student which
often inhibits free discussion in
the classroom. Indeed, the
classroom is not often the place
for such exchange.
Furthermore. the Department
of History. in introducing the
idea o( the colloquium. proposes
to "act out" what it regards as
one of its major functions as part
o( a liberal arts and sciences
curriculum. That function is to
unify that which has been
separated by specialization, to
achieve
perspective on contemporary problems. Because
the specialist is an important

and perhaps necessary part of
intelligent discussion. other
departments have been invited
to participate in the colloquia.
providing the opportunity for two
approaches to an issue.
The historian is a specialist
about history. Hence. one of the
colloquia will "turn the tables",
and will focus aur.ntion on
history. the historian and his
work. and the philosophy of
history. The study of history will
then be viewed by an historian as
specialist. and by a philosopher.
whose function will thus
approximate broadly that of the

historian on other issues.
All "rap sessions" will be held
in the evening, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Campus Center. Since
informality is the mood of the
evening, the colloquium will
begin in the student lounge. and
will transfer to larger quarters if
the numbers of students
attending justify such transfer.
Everyone is invited,
irrespective of his affiliation. but
students and ;faculty of the
departments involved are
especially urged to aUend this
new "wrinkle" in studenlfaculty relationship.

Homecoming
(Continued from Page I)
many. Damage was Iimiled to a
couple of broken windows." A
fire alarm was also pulled from
the outside during the middle of
the performance.
The Beach Ho.fS. who brought
the entire crowd to its feet late
in the performance with their
nostalgic renditions of tunes
which made the California group
famous in the 1960·s. drew
nothing but praise from the
Homecoming chairman.
"I got nothing but the best
cooperation from the group
during their entire stay here."
he said. He cited their
willingness to start 10 minutes
late, even though their contract
specifically stipulated an 8:00
p.m. starting time, as an
example.
"They made things very easy
for me," he added.
SouDd Problems
The obvious difficulty with the
sound system and the Beach
Boys' remarks to it during the
performance, Umbdenstock

explained were all their fault.
"They rented the system
themselves - although we paid
for it - and they brought their
own technician to operate it, so
we didn't accept any
responsibility for the feed back
which bothered the performers
from time to time."
Mike Love's (the Beach Boy in
the cowboy hat) sarcastic
comments during the show's
first segment were prompted
partially by the crowd and also
by his disgust with the back-up
performers. according to the
chairman who discussed the
malleI' with Love during
intermission.

•

COLOQUIUM SCHEDULE
The program for the academic year 1971-1972 is as follows:
Thurs., November 18: "Cbains for tbe MIDd •• tbe Kaiser,
Weimar, Hitler .• German Culture in tbe Twenlielb Century".
Participants: Professor Paul Davis. Department of History.
Professor Helene Scher. Department of Modern Languages.
Thurs.. January %8: "Olile: lis Past, Present and PerspecUve (or
tbe Future". Participants: Professor Anp;el Fernandez,
Department of History, Professor Marie J. Panico. Department 0
Modern Languages.
Thurs.. February 17: "The Philosophy of History". Participants:
Professor Walter Petry, Department of History. Professor King
Dykeman, Department of Philosophy.
Tues.. March 14: "The t1Iiaa Problem". Participants: Professor
Richard De Angelis, Department of History. Professor Justus M.
Vander Kroef, Department of Political Science, University of
Bridgeport.
.
Thurs., AprU %I: "Marxism ud die Problem of Alielllltioa".
Partift:~~nts: Pro.f~~~ Daniel S. Buczek, Department of History.
.Profe
.

Mike Love

The prize for endurance during
the weekend would have to go to
Chud< Frissora '72, a reviewer
for the Free Press, .....ho hung
around the gym from Il:OO a.m.
until after the concert to get an
interview with the Beach Boys.
He spent part of the time helping
the group set up their equipment.
Although the group had
specifically decided not to grant
informal interviews during this
tour, they rewarded Frissora's
steadfastness with a brief
session.

This program was instituted
four years ago by Dr. Ross. who
at that time headed the research
committee.
Kulakowski, has been working
under the direction of Dr. Ahmed
Jamshidi. director of the
Cardiovascular laboratory at
Bridgeport hospital and senior
attending physician, Cardiology
section.
Currently Kulakowski. a
senior. is employed in the
Hematology laboratory at
Bridgeport Hospital.
The project title which won
him his undergraduate
scholarship was "Diagnostic
Inlerpretation of Laboratory
Procedures in Determining
Atherosclerosis."
Based on Mr. Kulakowski's
investigation. it was concluded
that in the majority of cases with
two or more coronaries, a direct
correlation with abnormal
laboratory tests could be found.
In the initial study of 50 patients,
it was found that in every
instance of an elevated blood
cholesterol and a raised blood
sugar there was found the
presence of atherosclerosis (a
form of hardening of the
arteriesl. Furthermore. in cases
of elevated triglycerides and
normal cholesterols. 75 per cent
of the patients were found to
have coronary artery disease.
Yet when the triglycerides were
normal and the cholesterols
were normal or elevated. only 50
per cent of the patients had
coronary artery disease.
When asked why he chose to
apply for this heart research
scholarship. Kulakowski said. "I ~
fell this gave me an opportunity
to express my interest in the
field of medicine and would tie a
worthwhile and rewarding
commitment if possibly this
research would make.>' a
contribution in decreasing
deaths due to heart disease."
Thomas Wood. a junior. is a
Chemistry Major and feels he
will ultimately be interested in a
career in medical bio-chemistry.

The title of his project is
"Research on Xanthine Oxidase:
Inhibition Study."
The enzyme, xanthine oxidase,
has been linked to heart disease
according to the work of Dr.
Kurt Oster. Overactivity of this
enzyme is also known to cause
gout by the oxidation of xanthine
to uric acid, Which occurs in high
concentrations in the blood of
gout patients. It is therefore
very important to find a
"natural" substance that will
inhibit the overactivity of the
enzyme. (An inhibitor of
xanthine oxidase is known. but it
is toxic if taken over long periods
of time or in large doses.l
Dr. Donald J. Ross. professor
of biology, first proposed the
idea of inhibiting the enzyme by
the two vitamins. rolic acid and
ascorbic acid.
Wood's job was to determine
the quantitative inhibition of
xanthine oxidase by folic acid
and ascorbic acid and by their
combination.
Two different starting
materials (substratesl on which
the enzyme (xanthine oxidasel
acts were employed, to
determine whether the inhibition
of the enzyme was unique to only
one starting material or was a
universal phenomenon.
Ismael Colon a chemistry
major is also interested in the
bio-chemistry field. He is
working under the supervision of
Dr. Edmund O'Connell,
professor of chemistry. His topic
is "The Inhibition of Xanthine
Oxidase by Folic Acid and
Ascorbic Acid."
Although Colon's 'subject is
similar to that of Wood. he
approached his study in a
different way. He concluded that
there is very little likelihood of
the formation of a compound or
complex. It further developed
that. nevertheless. the vitamins.
in combination seem to have a
greater inhibitor effect on
xanthine oxidase than either one
by itself.

Minn. Students O.K.
'Open Dorm' Option
"Whether or not they admit it.
Minneapolis. Minn. - (I.P.) -In
a study made by the Student the thing most parents fear with
Housing Bureau at the regard to 24-hour visitation is
University of Minnesola,
that their girls will now engage
studenlS
indicated in illicit sexual relations."
"overwhelming" approval of the
"What they don't realize is
that girls will have these
so-called ';.24-hour option" or
"open dorm policy" inaugurated
relations if they want them
regardless of dormitory
last fall.
The study points out that less visitation policies. Furthermore,
than half the students use the 24- by the time a girl is 18 she should
hour option as often as once a be able to decide for herself ....1Iat
week. Some 57 per cent use it kind of relationships she will
once or twice a month, seldom or have."
not at all. However, 90 per cent
"The problem that arose
are in favor of continuing 24-hour because of the requirement that
parents must approve is very
visitation.
Students also answered that questionable. It is my feeling
the majority - 72 per cent - do that by the time a person is in
not entertain guests of the college the parents have done
opposite sex more frequently their job for the most part in
than under old dorm policies raising their children. [( they
which usually allowed liberal don't have enough trust now,
they never will. "
open-house visitation.
"There has been little or no
The study concludes that this
does not necessarily mean he or change of behavior in the
she will begin dating more in residents of my house since the
order to make use of the new initiation of the 24-hour policy.
policy. The only aspect of the Approximately the same number
policy which a majority of of guests are being entertained
students objected to is the now as before the policy took
requirement of parental effect. Everything has worked
out beautifUlly, and J have had no
permission for those under 21.
Many students indicaled their problem with guests or residents
recognition that the open-dorm ....1Iatsoever. "
None of the University's eight
issue is tied to a variety of
factors, such as Ole Universily's dorms operates entirely under
moving away from assuming the one option. Instead, units within
role of parent, efforts to make each dorm operate separately
dorms more attractive to under the policy chosen by its
residents and to make them students.
For example, Frontier Hall,
more like the situations of
apartment-dwellers in the with 10 units. has seven with 24·
'hour visiation, two with limited
community.
The following comments by visitation and one unit where the
students seem to represent the options are split - some students
majority's views on the 24-boor wanted limited visitation, some
option.
.',
none at all.
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Appalcuhian Industries

Kentucky Comes North

WOODCRAFf IN APPALACHIA-The Appalachian Industries. a factory specializing in woodcraft has
helped to stimulate the economy in Vanceberg. Kentucky. One of the workers is shown here.

First Academic Council Meeting

Religious Studies Regains Seat
At its initial meeting of the
semester, the Academic Council
amended its redistricting
decision of last May by granting
the
Religious Studies
Department a separate seal on
the council.

The

May

redistricting

arrangement had included the

religious studies department in
the .. small departments"
category, sharing a seat with
fine arts. classics. and nursing.
Representing !he religious

studies deparunent, Professor
Hugh Humphrey, presented a

memorandum to the council
"lIich challenged the May
redistricting arxl asserted the
right of the religious studies
department to resume its
original separate seat
IDeornecll"ortD.t~

The memorandum challenges
that although the redistricting
policy slated by Professor
Richard Regan last May was one
of ··one-man. one-vote," in
actuality, the redistricting was
based on the desire not to
increase total council
membership, and an attempt to
"'justify" representation of
departments of more than ten
members with those having less
than ten. On these grounds, the
religious studies department
asserts that the representation
was arrived at ··arbitrarily".
Secondly. the religious studies
department claims that the
redistricting was conducted on
the basis of incorrect
information concerning the
number of faculty in the
department
Lastly, the memorandum

contends that grouping reHgious
studies, fine arts, classics, and
nursing in one category is
"arbitrary. without educational
justification, and contrary to the
council's stated purpose."
According to Professor Regan,
quoted in the May 12 minutes of
the council, that purpose was to
create "as sensible an alliance
between departments as
possible." However, the
religious studies department
suggests "there is lillie, if any,
grounds for alliance among the
departments with which
religious studies is grouped."
Expressing the objections of
Professor Vincent Rosivach,
classics department. Professor
Regan explained that the "small
departments"
category
"provided a forum for raising
particular problems and
perspectives of small
departments. "
McIJules'R«ommeDdatioDs
After much discussion of the
philosophy of redistricting. the
motion to grant religious studies
a separate seat was carried.
increasing academic council
membership to t.....elve seats.
Additional points of business
included
the university
president's
recommendations
for consideration by the council,
election of officers. discussion of
the proposed election day
holiday, and the establishment of
a three-man committee to study
the criteria for granting tenure.
SUggesting possible issues for
the council's attention. the Rev.
William C. Mcinnes noted the
areas of governance. a
philosophy of the basic
commitment of the university,
and the representation and

Fairfield - Jesuits
IContinued from Paget'
opportunities the new freedom
and flexibility have given them.
They have been successful
conservers of Christian culture
in the past. precisely when they
have been daring and
imaginative.
The late conservative Jesuit (a
liberal in the view of many and
indeed, in the context of the
Baroque lriumphalism of the
Roman Church, most definitely
liberal even to the point of
licence; but, at bottom. a tough·
minded.
philosophical
conservative), Jobn Coumey
Murray. was probably the most
influential Jesuit the United
States has produced and his
great legacy to his Church was to
help open it up to the freedom
v,.flich secular liberals - long
condemned by that Olurch • long
underSJOOd and valued. Fairfield
University gave him an honorary
degree shortly before he died and
later instituted. I believe. an
annual John Courtney Murray
Memorial Lecture to be devoted

to a discussion of some aspect of
freedom.
It would not be a bad idea, I
should think. for the Jesuit
community at Fairfield to have a
special sensitivity to the
memory of Murray. He certainly
was both a brilliant example of
the highest Jesuit ideal and a
great servant of his Church,
aiding the latter in its gigantic
effort to communicate with an
alien and alienated world of the
second half of the 20th century. It
should be noted that, towards the
end of his life, Murray turned
away from the formally
theoklgicalto the more practical
• though stiU highly intellectual
and speculative - preocaJpation
with the nature and problems of
freedom which. in all
probability, constituted bis
greatest service and for wflich he
will ultimately be remembered.
It would be well, J think. if the
Jesuit Administration at
Fairfield considered and
cherished nat their confrere,
Courtney Murray, valued so
highly.

effectiveness of the academic
council.
Topics were also suggested
with specific reference to
academics, faculty. and
students. Among them were
questions of a program in urban
studies. the hiring of minority
groups as faculty, and a trio
partite scholarship committee.
New OUiCf:rs
Officers elected unanimously
were Richard Regan, executive
secretary; Morris Grossman,
recording secretary; and Leo
Fay, chairman.
Concerning the proposed
election day holiday, Dean
Coughlin elicited opinion and
suggestions. noting that his
decision would be forthcoming.
Composed of Thomas Burke.
S.J.. dean of graduate school
communications, Professor
Regan, and Frank Lewis. S.J.•
the tenure committee intends to
research and study further last
year·sdrafts.

An entire line of woodcraft
products manufactured by
Appalachian Industries. a
business owned and operated by
the people of Vanceburg,
Kentucky, is now available in the
campus bookstore.
The sale of the woodcraft
items on campus was begun
yesterday by junior Terry Horan
..110 ran a display in the Oak
Room. Horan felt that students
would like the products once
they had been exposed.
.I
A smaller display is now in the
bookstore \\-'here orders can be
made. Horan guarantees
delivery of ordered merchandise
before the Olristmas vacation.
Various Prodacts
The handmade products range
from small wooden or copper
crosses to cherry wood tables
and light stands. The most
popular item sold in this area is
the cherry wood "elephant
cheese board". It is a wooden
cutting board shaped like the
symbol of the Republican Party.
Horan said. "They sold well
during the election time."
William Sangiovanni. a
Fairfield graduate. is the most
active local supporter of the
Appalachian Industries project.
The area representative for
Republican Congressman
Stewart McKinney, Sangiovanni
is responsible for the wide
exposure that the products are
now receiving.
He makes numerous speeches
before clubs and organizations
willing to talk about the project
as well as discuss the problems
that confront the Appalachian
region.
"The most amazing thing
about
the
speaking
engagements."
Sangiovanni
commented. "is the number of
other invitations we get." He
said that interest in the products
has exceeded his predictions so
far.
Same Coacen
The
.....oodcraft company's
gro\\1h was stimulated by the

same concern for the welfare of
the Vanceburg area that
prompts student trips to that
area each Easter. Socially
active·minded students travel to
various Appalacian locations, at
the expense of their own
vacation time. to help rebuild
homes and community centers.
Glenmary Brother AI Boehm.
working with the mission that his
order maintains in that area,
realized that the only way to
revitalize the Appalacian area
was to stimulate local induslry.
Thus, the firsl step .....as the
"non-affiliated
volunleer
groups" which were enlisted to
help get funds to start the small
operation and to stimulate sales.
fn order to increase interest in
the products here in Fairfield, a
five member committee .....as
formed. The committee sets up
the speaking engagements and
"spreads the word" about the
products.
According to Sangiovanni. a
member of the committee, high
school students have been very
helpful in making the project a
success. Some success has also
been met in approaching local
stores. A few have agreed to set
up displays during the Christmas

rum.

Stores Hesitate to Cash Checks
By Joyce Lalblll
Since the University
Treasurer's office provides a
check cashing service for
students only at limited tim.es on
certain days, many students are
forced to go into town to cash
checks.
The Treasurer's office allows
check cashing for students at
specific times on three days
during the week. Additionally.
there is a S2S limit on the amount
for which a student may cash a
check. Many students find this
ceiling 100 small especially in
the event of special weekends
such as Dogwood and
Homecoming.
Some students from the
university have gone into town to
try to cash checks. They have
received a variety of responses
from an equally varied group of
stores.
The Grand Union is the largest
target for students looking to
cash a check. For customers
other than students, Grand
Union requires a registration
card from the store or otherwise
a driver's license. They will cash
check up to $35 for people whom
they know that do not have
registration cards.
Students will receive a
negative response. The manager
of the ston! states that there has
been a history of bad checks
from university students. The
store was forced to track down
students who "bounced" checks.
Though the university was
cooperative in helping Grand
Union to locate the students,
there was difficulty in forcing
students to pay.
Consequently, the store has
stopped cashing checks for
students except when in the

amount of purchase and then
only with an 1.0. from the
student as well as a driver's
license. The manager of the
store explains, "The banks won't
cash checks for students so why
should we?"
This is not a true statement.
Upon questioning, both
Connecticut National and
People's Savings revealed that
they do oblige students in
cashing checks. People's Savings
will cash checks for students
with an to. up to S2S. They
indicated that tbey prefer the
student to have an account with
the bank.
Last year, Peoples" had some
difficulty with students cashing
bad checks but up to the present.

News 'n. Views:
CDrrectiDn Ys.Crime
Edmund Gubbins, the
superintendent of correctional
schools in the state of
Connecticut. and a graduate of
the class of 1951 at Fairfield will
offer this year's second News 'N
Views lecture on November 18 in
the Campus Center Oak Room.
Gubbins will speak next
Thursday on "New Approaches
to Correclions-Career vs. Crime.
A member of the first
graduating class here, Gubbins
also earned his masters degree
and his 6th Year Certificate
from Fairfield.
The News 'N Views series is
sponsored by the Alumni
Association in order to bring
back to campus successful
alumni from as many different
fields as possible.

the

management said the
have been good so

"st~~ents

far.
The manaji!er of Connecticut
National said they lOO cash
checks for students with J.D.
cards and a license for amounts
up to $50. They feel they
"thoroughly scrutinize" when
cashing checks for people who do
not have accounts with the bank.
thereby avoiding difficulties.
The bank avoids cashing
checks for students in Mayor
June since school is dismissed
and there is 100 much difficulty
in tracing a student at home in
the event of a bad check.
Connecticut National and
People's Savings said they have
had full cooperation from the
university in tracing students
who have passed off bad checks.
Arnold's Pharmacy has just
renewed their policy of cashing
student's checks this year. Two
years ago they had some
difficulties with students trying
to bounce checks. When trying to
find the responsible students. the
management at Arnold's said the
university sheltered students.
This year, Arnold's will cash
checks up to $10 for students
with 1.D. cards. Thus far there
has been no trouble but the
management cautioned that "the
minute we get phony checks. we
stop cashing for the students."
On the whole. the stores
mterviewed will accept checks
from studrnlS c:l.!y for the
amount of purchase. University
students would be wiser to cash
checks on campus rather than
being hasUed by shopkeepers in
town. Stop in and see Mrs.
Lesnick - she's always willing
toobli,ge.
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What's Tenure?

Fairfield and the Jesuits· A View
By WllIter Petry

•

Many people have found it
difficult to fonn or express an
opinion on the Carrrey issue.
Certainly most of us have had
some reaction to tbis
controversy. but Utere seems to
be an obvious need for us to kl'l9w
more about what tenure it really
means. fn the atmosphere of a
university we should attempt to
justify our opinions and
reactions with some relevant
facts. This -editorial then has a
cerlain audience in mind.
Specifically. people like myself.
who have found in recent
discussions of tenure a lot of
confusion about its meaning.
purpose and involvements. I will
attempt to review a few facts
concerning tenure Ilo'hich I find
pertinent to the issue on our
campus.
Tenure first came into being
because of need for a policy to
safeguard academic freedom.
The first major responsibility
discharged by the American
Association of University
Proressors (A.A.U.P. t was to
define and formally protect
academic freedom. These men
realized that institutions of
higher learning existed for the
fundamental purpose of
searching for and exposing.the
truth to others even if these new
discoveries differed from
common, established beliefs.
A teacher therefore should
have freedom to discuss a
subject however controversial
with his students. He also should
not be censored for speaking or
writing as a citizen provided thal
he makes it clear that he is nota
spokesman for the institution.
The A.A.U.P. views tenure as
a formal assurance of
. professional
security and
academic freedom to teachers
who have proven their
competency. Tenure is earned
not instant. A teacher gains
tenure by demonstrating his
ability: to the administration
that hired him. Often a
probationary period lasts
approximately six years Ilo'hich
allows the institution ample
opportunity to judge the
individual's qualifications in
relation to its own standards. If
the teacher does not meet
requirements or proves
dissatisfactory, he may be given·
a dismissal notice sufficienlly in
advance of the end of his term
appointment.
After determining a person's
qualifications. a statement of
confidence may be extended to
the teacher - tenure. This
principally means that a teacher
will not be dismissed without due
process. Since tenure i:;

conferred only after a person has
proven his competence. it is only
reasonable
that
the
administration must prove this
teacher's incompetence.
in
order to dismiss him. An
adequate cause for tennination
must be presented before faculty
peers and justified in a formal
hearing. This faculty committee
can make a decision right away
or wait for more information.
The president of the university
should then relay this decision to
the governing body. the board of
trustees. in our case. Usually the
board accepts the committee's
decision but if it revie..-s the case
and rinds objections it is sent
back to the faculty for
reconsideration. Only after the
committee has had the dlance to
reconsider should the board
controvert their action.
At the same time that tenure
protects a person through trial.
it recognizes institutional
sovereignty. The only way a
person can be fired is with
adequate cause and these causes
are "wholly within the
perogative of each university to
determine through its own
published rules." Most
universities are- controlled by
boards of trustees, who
determine the standards: for
appointment and dismissal. As
long as these standards aren't
used as a pretense for violating a
person's academic or civil
freedom, the tenured faculty are
held responsible for them. For
instance, if a university is
church-related and is govemed
by a board of trustees with the
understanding that the
university seeks to promote that
religion. then the board has the
right to require adherence to its
purpose in this regard. Other
adequate causes for dism.issal
may include professional
irresponsibility or misconduct
and should be written in precise
terms, understood by all
teachers before tenure is
accepted.
A triade comprises this
university. Each part isessenlial
to the other for making decisions
concerning the Ilo'hole. It is
necessary that some decisions
are shared in order to preserve
lhe triade. To accomplish this
stability and meet the
requirements of our university
we must have academic freedom
supported through academic due
process.
Kare. Porm
'William Van Alstyne, Tenure:
A summary. Explanation and
"Denense" A.A.U.P. Bulletin
57:3p.328.

Mezzanine Mess
The recent art show by Mr. Frank Eliscu in the
Mezzanine lounge of the Campus Center uncovered
hidden talents in some of our students. Visitors to the
exhibit were treated to a side show of dirt, coffee
cups, paper plates and other items of notable value
which some of our undergraduates artistically.
displayed. Unfortunately. this second rate display of
garbage distracted from the artistic talent of Eliscu
the sculptor. It served 'notice that some of the young
generation are not as concerned with ecology as they
claim they are. The sad part about the situation is that
a small minority of students cause this unwanted
display.
No one will deny the fact that the Mezzanine lounge
exists primarily as a comfort for our students. Yet
that fact doesn't give license to treat the area as a
dumping ground for snack bar waste.
The Mezzanine area is too pretty an area to be
lessene!! hy garbage. A sculpture display by a true
artist is too artistic to have competition from
styrofoam coffee cups. Hopefully, Fairfield students
are concerned enough about ecology not to let this
happen again.
J_es f1l2Pairtcl
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At the May. 1965 faculty
meeting at Fairfield University,
a Jesuit member of the faculty'
since departed the University arose dramatically to present a
ten-point declaration among
which were demands that every
Jesuit on the faculty take an oath
to say nothing in the classroom
that could be interpreted as
derogatory to neo-Thomist
scholasticism and that every
faculty member have any formal
statements made outside lhe
classroom cleared by the
Administration before being
delivered. Another Jesuit - still
here· argued forcefully that. in
the face of swdent letters
demaiiding refOr-ms and ~itktns
asking for abolishmenT of
compulsory annual retreat and
attendance at mass several days
a week. atKI a student invasion of
the library after hours in which
books on lhe Roman Index were
removed from the locked cage
and placed on the open shelves,
the faculty and administration
ought to close ranks in a show of
unity. purpose and authority so
that the "rotten emotions" (I
shall never forget that
expression I of those adolescents
could be properly ordered and
controlled.
Earlier at the same meeting, a
high administration official •
today ~Ull a high administration
official publicly censured:
though not by name, those two
Jesuits - both gone • who had
signed that student petition on
compulsory retreat. The
Administration showed no
chagrin when, during the ensuing
summer. none other than Pedro
Arrupe, the new general of the
Society of Jesus - he still is •
ordered. from Rome, cessation
of any compulsion in the
performance of religious
exercises at Jesuit institutions.
Nor did the Administration
admit of any blushes when,
following the Bishop of
Bridgeport's effective abolition
of the Roman Index in his
diocese at about the same time.
it removed those hooks - (today
still marked with an "X"j • to
the open shelves and dismantled
lhatcage.
Thus Fairfield in 1965: every
inch a traditional Jesuit
institution tighlly controlled by
the Jesuits. answerable. in the
end, only to Rome. by intuition
profoundly conservative but by
no means obtuse and. in
actuality, on the verge of
profound change.
The action regarding
,compulsory religklus activities
of the usually gentle Basque
Father General the once
proclaimed the need for a
crusade against the insidious
forces of atheism seeking control
of modem society) is probably
the most important move in the
Order since its resurrection
(along with the Roman Index and
Inquisition) by Pius VII (1814)
from its forty-year suppression
(by Clement XIV in the great
bull. Dominus ac Redemptor
noster, 21 July 1773). For the
Jesuits, following S1. Paul's
dicta of being all things to all
men (" Are they Hebrews? So am
I. Israelites? So am I.
Abraham's descendents? So am
I. Servants of Olrist? So am~l. I
am mad to speak like this, but I
can outdo lhem." II Cor 11 :22·23)
have been the most "successful"
Order in the Roman Church
since their inception in 1540
because, for one reason, they
usually know when to shift gears.
The present leadership seems
to understand that the
authoritarianism
and
paternalistic compulsion, long
utilized by the Jesuits in their
educational institutions, are now
virtually a scandal to the present
generation and must be
indefinitely laid aside if any
communication or credibility is
to be maintained.
The University Faculty
Handbook speaks of the
"Catholic commitment of

Fairfield University" (Sixth has affected facUlty and
Edition, October 1971, p. 28). students, Jesuits and laymen.
Just what does that mean in the And, on the face of it, most of the
context of the changes which laymen, faculty and students
were ratified in Rome in recent alike, seem uncommitted· a not
years. anticipated by some unreasonable attitude for
faculty and students at Fairfield members of an academic
back in 1965 (when one of the community_
student demands was a reduction
Again. therefore. what is this
in the twenty-seven credits in "Catholic commitment"?
philosophy required of all
It is the presence of Jesuit
students and the sixteen in priests wbo identify themselves
theology of all Catholic students) as such and wbo are at the same
and presided over subsequently time bona fide members of the
by the new (1964) President of faculty fulfilling the same
Fairfield· still here - changes all requirements as any layman and
moving in the direction of having the same rights and
freedom and voluntarism.
responsibilities. It is the easy
Over the past six years the availability of these Jesuits and
Administration, Faculty and. in some laymen as religious
appropriate areas, the students. coonsellors and of liturgical
jostling and sometimes shoving worship for any interested party.
each other. at· times with It is the recognition of religion as
acrimony. more often with vital a part of a humanities
amazing grace and ultimately curriculum as history or
with ratification by the Jesuit literature. It is lhe presence of a
Administration, brought large and diverse philosophy
Fairfield University into the department which recognizes the
mainstream of American higher possibility of metaphysical
education:
more highly specualation - or at least the
qualified faculty than ever cogency of pursuing some sort of
before have been appointed objective knowledge. This is the
(even to the extent of making at "Catholic commitment of
least 25 per cent of the faculty Fairfield University."
"non-catholic"): the philosophy
Anyone with any perspective
department especially has been should recognize the above as a
professionalized (no layman quite "conservative"
or
with a degree from a Catholic "traditional
stand and,
University has been appointed in frankly. just about as
at least five years) and the ·"commltted" as possible in an
theology department (which age so "liberated" that the old
changed its own name to 'foes' - relativism, secularis:n,
Religious Studies and redefined anti-clericalism,
dialectical
its purpose, a momentous materialism • seem no more
change) as well; faculty salaries than the warmed-up leftovers of
have increased significantly and the pre-World War II age of
requirements for promotion Innocence.
stiffened; the faculty's right to
The Jesuits might just be
participate in decision making prOUd of wtIat has been achieved
has been recognited: the at Fairfield University. They
curriculum has been broadened should, in my opinion. strive to
and made freer; oppressive preserve and enlarge it. They
rules and regulations for student should resist the temptation to
life have been just about return to the safe. old,
abandoned and students' rights constricted ways - the clock
widely recognized: young cannot be turned back at the
women were enrolled; and the moment· and should relish the
University has begun to relate to
I Continued on Page 3)
the local community becoming a
force for progressivism in the
solution of urban problems.
And there are no longer any
religious requirements. What,
then, is the "Catholic
commitment"?
It certainly is not an
Application to mail at secood·
ideological one in any manner
class postage rates is pending
since lhere never have been any
at Fairfield, Connecticut.
questions asked about the
The U.ivenity V.ice is the
personal commitments or values
campus-new'spaper publlsbed
of prospective faculty members
every Thursday during the
and both the philosophy and
academic year by Fairfield
theology
departments,
University.
Opinions
traditionally the core of
expressed herein in no way
ideological unity and orthodoxy
rdJect the official position of
in Catholic education, have
the University. Subscriptions
consciously diversified
are available at a yearly rale
themselves in the successful
ot •.00 and may be obtaioed
attempt to serve the humuities
by writing to the editorial
and not just one confession.
office located in Loyola Hall,
There never has been any
Fairfiekl UllivenUy Fairfield
attempt, to my knowledge, at
Conn.,OM30.
censorsbip (when the Index was
ElIttor....Qkf: Timotby
enforced, one simply got the key
Grace
and went into the cage,
Fe.wre Etlhctr: Lawrence
embarrassing and mildly
harassing • one wondered why
Hallonll
SpM1I Edt&or: Robert Blair
only Americans obeyed what
P ....'up.y
cynical Italian car<linals
E.ltor:
invented for anti-clerical
Gordon Andrew
Italians to ignore • but not
a..... Muqer: William
controlling) and rightist radicals
Good
such as William Buckley and
Geor,e Ahlmeyer, John
Wilmore Kendall and leftist
Altavela, Gordon Andrew,
radicals as Eugene Genovese
John Bussmann, Howard
and Roger Garaudy and just
Rolle, Robert Saloomey Bob
plain professional skeptics like
Rogglo/Margie Gall8gher
Walter Kaufmann (The Faith of
Newl St8ff: &b Byrn,
a Heretic) have always been
Kathie Enright, Mike Farrell,
welcome on campus.
Cory Giacobbe, Mary Mullen.
At one lime the "Catholic
Kathy Riordan, Alicia
commitment" was probably
Velazquez.
most discernible among the
FUlue SI.U: Cathy
faculty and student body since
most of the former were
Buxton, Mary DonnarumJna,
Anton Hebenstriet, Joyce
productsof
Catholic
Lasini, Deborah Murphy,
undergraduate education and the
Suzanne Seretti, Ed McKeon,
latter of Catholic high schools
and homes. While this is still
Greg Guydish, Lorraine
Lecesne, Pat Chesser.
true of both (though there has
been a decline in percentages,
Sportl Jerry DiPietro, Tom
especially among the faculty),
F'aranda, Jege Heap, Gary
the
formal
personal
McCarthy, Debbie MOOIillo,
commitment is no longer wbat it
Tony MiKcus. Frank
once was. Our age is one of reCbericbello,
G.be
evaluation. questioning. seeking,
CbericbeUo, Tom DeMatteo.
alienation. denial. This obviously
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By Ed MeKeo.
To most. the mention of the
name Beach Boys will conjure
up images of surf boards. cars.
and bikinied girls. Yet to just as
many. the selfsame name will
inspire thoughts of a type of
music which has steadily
progressed and matured to its
present status of high quality.
Friday. Nov. 5, Fairfield
University was given a display of
the Beach Boys never fading
talent and their present
versatility as presented on their
most recent albums.
Without a doubt. the
expectations of the audience
Friday night were high with the
hopes of hearing all the old
Beach Boy favorites performed.
For this reason. many people
misunderstood the purpose of the
tirst part of the concert. The
Beach Boys. like any other
artists, would like to present a
more recent picture of their
abilities. They would prefer to
have their talent judged more on
the merits of their SufI.wer and
Suf's Up albums than on their
S.rfia' Safari or Sb.. DowD
albums. Granted, the music on
the earlier albums is ~ood, and it
may always be Beac;h Bov
music. but It is not expressive of
the present sentiments of the
group.
Despite
this
misunderstanding about what
Beach Boys music is. all the
songs in the concert were still
well received.
After the more than capacity
crowd was seated and quieted
down, the lights dimmed and the
Beach Boys appeared on stage to
begin their set with a rocking
version of "DarHn' ". The stage
entrance was so quick that it
took a few seconds to distinguilh
between the two Wilsons,
Jardine. Love and Johnston.
Once organized. Mike Love
became dominant spokesman for
the group in the first half of the
concert. and he gave his opinion
on a number of subjects
including the sometimes
inconsiderate din of the
audience.
Probably the turning point in
the concert was the performance
of . 'Student Demonstalion
Time". a modified version of
"Riot on Cell Block No.9". with
Mike Love doing a fine job on
Theremin. The audience was
well as the group itself began to
warm up to each other.
A version of "Help Me
Rhonda". which was partially
modernized by Jerry Garcia.
helped end the first part of the
show. Dennis Wilson then,
switched over to drums for the
final two songs of the opening
set, in which the ·group did a
superb job on "Sloop John B."
Following a brief intermission.
the Beach Boys began a short
series of solo performances by
the separate members of the
group. AI Jardine opened with
"Lookin At You (A Welfare
Son!it")", a soft ballad obviously
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Brandy of the
Damned
about the plight of a proud but
Next.

the

audience was treated to the

premiere performance of "My
Friend". a song worked out only
during the afternoon before the
concert. Dennis Wilson played
piano and sang lead while his

brother Carl accompanied him
on guitar and sang harmony. The
band played together again on
"Celebrate the News" and then
Bruce Johnston did a moving
performance of his composition
"Disney Girls (1957\" on which
he performed solo on the piano.
Dennis Wilson then gave some

background on the writina: of the
six year old song "Surf's UP". a

collaborative effort by Brian
Wilson and Van Dyke Parks. The

mysterious lyrics of the song are
complemented by the equally
eerie music, and it seemed
incredibly modern for its age.
The Beach Boys wound up the
planned sel with two old but fine
compositions, "Heroes and
Villains"
and
"Good
Vibrations." Reaction from the
audience was explosive as they
cheered the Beach Boys back
onto the stage to do an encore
request session. The audience
clapped. danced and sang along
with a number of the old Beach
Boy single hits like "California
Girls" and "Fun, Fun. Fun."
Even after the final note was
played. the audience roared in
appreciation of the wonderful
display of musical talent which
they had just witnessed.
Fairfield University has not
seen a finer concert in a long
time and the stellar
performance of the Beach Boys
was marred only by the
destructive acts of some
verminous individuals on the
outside of the gym. With
perfection. the Beach Boys
presented their material. new
and old. for an enjoyable
Homecoming concert.

m8kill~ your

A few weeks ago the UN Art
Club held an exhibit at our
campus center. The art display
was sponsored by the United
Nations Association of the
greater Bridgeport area.
Fairfield University was well
represented in the UN
celebrations of that week with
the Reverend William C.
McInnes. S.J., serving as one of
the honorary chairmen of UN
day: Mrs. John A. Barone. one of
the official UN appointed
chairmen. and Dean William
Schimpf who served as the
steering committee. In view of
the way some well-known
figures from our campus are
represented in the United
Nations Association. it is
appropriate that students should
examine this world organization
which obtains support from
prominent members of our
academic community.
The United Nations is
composed of a SecretaryGeneral, a Security Council, and
a General Assembly. Today the
Secretary-General of the UN is
U Thant of Burma who,
acco.rding to the Los Angeles
Times of April 7. 1970. "praised
Vladimir 1. Lenin, founder of the
Soviet Union, as a political
leader whose ideals were
reflected in the UN Charter."
The Security Council consists of
several nations each of which as

A survey of college and
university concert managers
found there is "strong evidence"
that student attendance at
traditional events is picking up,
and that both program funding
and management on campuses
are being supported' increasingly
as part of the cost of education.
The Association of College and
University Concert Managers.
which conducted the survey of
the 1970-71 season, said it
received replies from 42 percent
of its members. The respondents
(140 in number) had a gross fee
expenditure of about $6 million,
and a total gross attendance of
nearly 2.5 million. averaging
1.335 persons per event. The
respondents reported that
student.attendance rose from 48
percent in 1969-70 to 59 percent in
1970-71. Student involvement in
choosing programs was reported
by 70 percent of the managers.
The concert managers said
fees by performers rose 12
percent in the past year to an
average of $3,169 per
performance. representing 82
percent of the total cost of an
event.
The survey discovered a
marked increase (34 percent) in
the popularity of ballet among
students. a small increase (4
percent) in student interest in
symphony orchestra concerts. a
14 percent increase in student
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a veto which can be overridden doctors of Elisabethville in' their
by the Communist-dominated following famous telegram to U
General Assembly. Within the Thant concerning UN atoricities
General Assembly are 126 in the Congo in 1961. "Regret
nations. the majority of which' your odious lie constituted by
are either Communist or statement
that
UNO
Socialist nations. Some of these mercemaries do not fire at red
nations have a populatiQn less cross ambulances and others _
than the town of Fairfield, but stop - you would be authorized to
still have a veto equal to that of speak after spending night with
the United States. The Soviet us in hospital bombarded by your
Union, by some strange shameless and lawless
coincidence, has three vetos ruffians. "
(USSR. Bylee-russia. and the
Peace Droop War
Ukraine) to our one in the
Thousands of years ago
General Assembly.
Tacitus once said, "They make
Aller Hiss
desolation which they call
The UN was set up this way peace." An accurate desciption.
largely due to the influence of indeed. for the conduct of UN
Alger Hiss. Alger Hiss, who in mercenaries in Katanga. The
1952 was convicted on two counts United Nations is a fraud - a war
of perjury because he denied organization disguised as a
under oath that he had been a peace organization. It is. indeed.
Soviet agent. was the acting very unfortunate that prominent
Secretary-General of the San personalities in our academic
Francisco Conference and as community would seek to honor
Time magazine noted: "But - the criminal organization which
Alger Hiss will be an important made such atrocities possible.
figure there. As Secretary- Obviously. they are unfamiliar
General. Managing the agenda. with the actions of UN "peace"
he will have-a lot to say behind forces in Katanga. In fact it
the scenes about who gets the would be a grave travesty of
breaks". (Time (April 16. 1945). justice to do anything which
international section)
would aid and support such an
UN Atrocities ill Kataaga
organization.
A
very
accuarate
In any event I hope that by
understanding of the methods, next year Fairfield University
goals. and principles of the will refuse to allow any UN
United Nations was given to activities on our campus without
humanity by the 46 civilian thorougly considering the moral
implications of aiding such a
criminal orlilanization.

.Students Attending
Alumni Board
Cultural Events
Gives Approval
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attendance at cbamber music
concerts, a five-percent student
audience
increase
at
instrumental recitals, and a
sustained student interest (52
percent of the audience) to
contemporary dance.
Sold-out events produced the
following percentages: ballet, 13
percent; theater, II percent;
symphonies, 9 percent;
instrumental recitals, 8.4
percent; chamber music, 8.4
percent; and rock, 8.4 percent.
Low-attendance events. with
less than a 26-percent audience,
were: vocal recitals, 25 percent:
instrumental
recitals,
12.3
percent: symphonies. 12.3
percent: chamber music, 11.1
percent; and opera and choral.
10 percent.
The sampling, which covered
1,872 concerts in 1970-71
compared to 1,867 in 1969-70, also
found that ballet fees rose to an
average of $5.295. second only to
rock at 16.204. Other findings:
Although student patrons
increased. symphony attendance
overall dropped - from a gross of
71 percent to 57 percent.
Fees for instrumental
recitals rose to an average of
S2.Z30 from $1,465 the year
before. Gross attendance at
these programs fell five percent,
but student attendance increased
five percent.
Vocal recitals continued a
marginal existence. Gross fees
dropped from four to three
percent of the total programs
. Vocal recitals continued a
llarginal existence. Gross fees
dropped from four to three
percent of the total programs
reported, and gross attendance
fell from 57 percent to 38
percent. Student attendance,
however, showed a 12 percent
improvement. The average fee
was $2.3&8.
Cha'11ber music recitals
dropped 11 percent in gross
attendance. but picked up a 14
percent increase in student
interest.
. Jazz performances almost
doubled over the previous season
and folk concerts reported a 25
percent increase in student
attendance. Popular concerts
also drew more students,
showing a I~ percent increase.

on Gym Change
The Board of Directors of the
Fairfield University Alumni
Association have written a
strong letter of approval to the
Board of Trustees for their
action in approving the
renovation of the University
gymnasium.
1n a letter to the president. the
Alumni Association noted that
"it would like to take this
opportunity to express our
overwhelming approval of the
decision of the Board or Trustees
regarding the renovation of the
University Gymnasium."
The gymnasium center wall
was removed early in the fall
and the seating capacity in the
gym increased to 3.000. The
Alumni have promised that their
annual giving program would be
directed towards defraying the
costs of the renovation.
The letter was signed by
William Sangiovanni.
'62,
Secretary of the Alumni
Association.
In a related development. a
University of Connecticut
alumni group last week
criticized
the
UConn
administration for "being
content to settle for mediocrity"
in the school's athletic program.
In a "white paper" signed by
17 directors of the UConn Club
they condemned the decline in
athletics at UConn and wrote
that "we believe that talent is
ladt.ing for teams that are able
to compete at a proficient,
progressive all!letic level."

Job Intervie w
Schedule
Nov.
11 - Lybrand. Ross Bros. &
Montgomery
12 - Arthur Young & Company
15 • Price Waterhouse &
Company
19 - N.Y. State Dept. of Audit &
Control
30 - Peace Corps.
Interested students should sign
up for interviews with the
respective companies in
Campion No. 110.
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Run 'n Shoot Affair

iI

Stags Hold Off Alumni to Win
The Stags' ...arsity basketball
team sta... ed orr a late second
hair scoring barrage by the
alumni squad to record a 100-91
win before a good sized
homecoming crowd last
Saturday afternoon.
Alumni Rally
The Stags grabbed the early
lead and maintained it
.. throughout the run and shoot
aHair. Holding a 44-32 edge at
half time, the Stags came out
strong early in the second stanza
to take a commanding 77-52 lead
with ten minutes left in the
game.
The grads. spurred by the
shooting of Frank Magaleua,
then turned it on to make a game
of it in the closing minutes.

Magaletta took game scoring
honors with 'l:l poinls and had
strong support with Jim Brown
and Billy Jones canning 17 a
piece.
Jones. one of the several
alumni players who played on
the powerful Fairfield teams of
the early and mid-sixties. was a
one man show in the first half.
dazzling the ...arsity with his ball
handling and shooting talents.
Bradley Impresses
The Stags' sharpshooter
Geo~ge G~oom led the ...arsity
scormg WIth 18 points but the
most pleasant surprise of the
game was the play of sophomore
Da...e Bradley. The 6'10" pi...ot
man came up with 17 points and
eleven rebounds in a strong
eHoft and Coach Barakat singled

Harriers Finish 5-3
By Tony Minus
Coach Nick Giaquinto's cross
country team concluded a
successful 5-3 season by
participating in the Collegiate
Track Conference Meet at Van
CorUand Park in New York City
last Saturday. The post-season
finale. captured by a formidable
Fairleigh
Dickinson
team.
featured o...er twenty of the best
cross country squads located
around the r..'leltopolitan area.
Mulvaney Tops
Captain Gene Mul...aney, Rich
Von Glahn. and Bob Kunces with
respecti...e times of 28:49, 29:52
and 30-24 paced the Stags over
the rigorous fi...e mile course.

Sport
Shorts
• Outdoor night time sports
acti... ities are here to stay as
intramural director. Gary
l\larzolla. has announced that
use of the newly lit intramural
field is not restricted to formally
scheduled games alone. Any
group interested in utilizing the
field at night should contact
Marzolla al the athletic office.
Last week. two night·time
intramural games were on tap
and good sized crowds turned out
for both twilight tilts.
• .Fairfield hockey. well noted
for Its success on the ice but
financial woes orr. is not among
the clubs in the Metrolpolitan
Intercollegiate Hockey Ulague
to be in some way funded by
their respecti ... e athletic
departments. Over two thirds of
the clubs do recei...e such aid.
• It's a remote possibility but
February 12th could be
doubleheader day for the Stags
at Madison Square Garden. Fred
Barakat's basketball squad is
scheduled to play; a night
contest against Manhattan
College and according to hockey
coach Doc McCarthy, his skaters
might well take the ice in an
afternoon game at the Garden.
As of now the MIHL has no
games scheduled ror the Garden
bul McCarthy believes if any two
learns are designated for a
match there that Fairfield will
be one of· them and crowd
following. If at all possible. the
hockey mentor intends to pUsh
for a Garden date on February
12

This year's season malk
comes one ...ictory short or last
year's 6-3 record but the Stags
captured impressi...e wins o...er
New York Tech. Jersey City,
Marist. Quinnipiac and New
Ha...en. The losses came to
Southern
Connecticut.
Assumption and SI. Peter·s.
Season Summary
Andy Stevenson led the Stag
runners to a 27-35-52 dual ...ictory
score o...er New York Tech and
Jersey City in the season's
opening meet. Powerful
Southern Connecticut State
College then handed the harriers
a 15-50defeat.
The squad bounced back the
following week and in an exciting
race narrowly edging Marist. 2830, and romped o...er Quinnipiac,
28-73. in another triangular
meet. Gene Mulvaney again
topped the Stags. but clutch
running by Bob Kunces. Rich
Von Glahn, Joe Stanley, John
Mullins. Bob Torte and Chris
Weigl pre...ented r..larist men
from grabbing a 8. 9. 10, II or 12
place finish that would have
clinched a Marist ... ictory.
In the final triangular meet of
the season. the cross country
team split: losing 27·38 to
Assumption ....'hile out-distancing
New Haven 38-55. j\'lulvaney lOOk
second but strong finishes by
Assumption displaced Kunces
and VonGlahn to sixth and ninth.
A disappointing Ii-38 loss to St
Peter's at the last regular season
meet dropped Coach Giaquinto's
squad to a 5-3 mark.
Successful Season
The Stag runners: ·Mul...aney.
VonGlahn. Kunces, Stevenson.
Weigl. Torte. Mullins and
Stanley along with Tim Austin,
Phil Horton, Bob Probert and
Mike Knissel composed a wellQalanced unit who worked hard
enroute to their winning season.
Coach Giaqu·nito. pleased with
'his 'team's effort. can look
lorward to greeting the same
squad next year as all will
return. The ...eteran mentor feels
his team's participation in the
Codfish Bowl Tournament as
well as this past weelt·s
Collegiate Track Conference
Meet pro... ided them with
invaluable experience against
tough competition. Recapping
lhe season. he was impressed
with
the
harriers'
accomplishments as well as
realizing potential of a winning
team returning completely
intact for next year.

~the liqUOr Barrel"
Walk in Ref. Capacity of

nine points.
The Stags shot 43'h from the
(lOOf and cashed in on 58% of

their free throws.
Barakat SbuffliDg Personnel
Coach Barakat was fairly
pleased with the showing of his
Slags but sltesse<! the main
objecti...e of the scrimmage was
simply to gi... e e...eryone
considerable playing time.
The Stag mentor substituted
freely and didn't at all go with
anything resembling a set
starting fi...e.
He was impressed by the
strong first half defensi...e
performance when the Stags
held the alumni to 32 points but
the grads' 40 point late second
half flourish was a defensi...e
nighunare.

Boyd

Boler
Jones
Crenshaw
Phillips

Fairfield's intramural football
league has a lot going for it -- an
abundance of unheralded
football talent. strong team
spirit and close competition
among the squads.
Unfortunately the campus
gridiron scene is marred by
infrequent
instances of
unwarranted cheap shots,
ridiculous displays of
"animalism" and certain people
suffering from an "I'm lOugh.
I'm rough" complex by trying to
make touch football a contest of
violence rather than attempt to
outscore the opponent.
Too Lenient
It is too bad that such behavior
pre...ails and is allowed to prevail
without more strict enforcement
by the league's director Gary
Marzolla and the respective
game referees.
Granted. there has to exist a
certain degree of competiti...e
spirit. excitement and color to
make league play desirable and
appealing. Also in a contact
game such as football. despite
the fact that the intramural
league is "touch", there's bound
to be SOllle occasions of

TP
927
2 6
1 5
1 17
3 5
0 2
I Ii
0 4

And Chilled Wines.

259·1764

I
I
I

roughness and the flaring of
tempers.
This is normal but such
acti... ity should be restrained to a
greater extent than it is now by
stronger suspension rules
concerning fights on an
indi... idual and team basis.
A Few Spoil It
Most of the teams and players
in the league aren't guilty of
such beha...ior. In racl. it's
frequently the truly first class
squads. in terms of clean play
and hard nosed competition that
emerge as the best in the league.
It C{lmes down to lhe problem
that a line must be drawn
separating good. clean
competition with primary
objecti...es of winning and having
fun and the tendency of a few lo
treat intramurals as a week-in
week-out bloodbath of fights and
brawls. It shouldn't be that
difficult to sort out those who do
belong on lhe field and those
who'd be better suited
elsewhere.
Set Stricter Regulations
If strict rules were set down at
the outset of a season as to ",-'hat
exactly would be tolerated and
what would not. perhaps the
football league and all
intramurals could benefit
immensely. It would certainly be
a step toward making the
inlramural operation more or
"'-'hat it's supposed to be - an
acti... ity that provides students
with an opportunity to ha...e fun
and compete on an athletic le...el
- not by busting heads but by
outdoing an opponent skilUully.

Sport Slate
Hockey
No.... 14 Away vs. Stony
Brook
No.... 19 Homevs. CCNY
Basketball
Frosh
Nov. 14.
Home
vs.
Westchester (10: 30 a.m.)
No.... 29 Home ...s. Wilbur
Cross H.S. 14: 15p.m.1
Varsity
No.... 20 MeetlheStags Night
Football
Nov. 13 Away ... s. Rutgers
Rugby
No.... 13Awayvs. HolyCross

328

Fajrfield 100
Phelan
Wells
Duffy
Groom
Kelly
Ryan
Romano
Bradley
Bogad
Barnes
Bowen

_

33 19 91
1 0 2
4 1 9

3 3 9
7 4 18
o2 2
o 0 0
6 5 Ii
6 5 Ii
I I 3
8 0 16
3 I i
39 22 100
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Bradley's points came in a
strong second hair showing.
Other front court men coming
up with good all around efforts
were junior Steve Romano,
senior Tim Barnes, and soph
Paul Wells.
Romano, a starter most of last
season. tallied 17 points and
grabbed nine rebounds. Barnes.
a senior who saw little aclion as
a junior last year. came through
with 16 points and eleven
rebounds in a starting role.
Wells rounded out the strong
rebounding effort with ten

FG

- - - -

I
I- - - - - - _ B y 8 0 b B l a i r

oul the big man for an especially
impressive showing. Fourteen of

Alumni ·91
Magaletta
Finch
Gibbons
Brown

r
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Tough Task Sat.

Buggers Wreck U Conn, 44-6
Fairfield's Rugby Club
celebrated Homeeoming in a big
way as the squad won alllhree of
its matches.
The A leam crushed the
University of Connecticut 44-6.
while the B's downed Springfield
16-4 and the C's shut out the
UConn B team, 15-0.
This Saturday the Big Red will

travel

to

Worcester.

Massachusetts to meet Holy
Cross. one of the top college
teams in the East.

==~

At home last fall the Ruggen
defeated the Crusaders. 1306.
However. the Cross was missing
several of their A players for
that match and figure to be
stronger on Saturday.
A'sWiIIS.
The A game on Saturday saw
the Huskies score in the first
three minutes of action. but from
then on it was all Fairfield.

Chris Galvin. Pete Ferrara.
and Kevin Manley all scored
tries in the first hair. while
Charlie Morace booted two
conversions and a penalty kick to
make the score lU at half-lime.
The second half was
interspersed with fights which
resulted in two UConn players
and Fairfield backs. Mike
Gallagher and Tom Damato,
being ejected from the game.
However. between the free.
for-alls. Galvin got his second
try, Ferrara his second and
third. and Nick Peters sccred his
first. Morace again kicked two
conversions and a penalty kick
and Bill Beyer drop-kicked a
conversion for the final score of
the game.
New Records
Fairfield's 44 points set a new
scoring record for points in one
game. surpassing the old record
of 40 points scored against
Hofstra last season.
Morace also set an individual

Seinis Today

one game sccrlJlg recorG. HIS 14
points broke Mike Foley's
former mark of 13.
The B match was a hard fought
affair that was not decided until
late in the second half.
Fairfield scored first on a John
McGroarty try. but Springfield
came back and scored to tie the
game at 4-4 at half-lime.
The first part of the second
half featured hard hitting as the
Red Ruggers gradually wore
down the Massachusetts team.
This tactic worked as first
Tom Faranda and then Bill
LaBrecque and Dave lacarino
scored tries to put the game on

;ce.

C's Wla
In the C game. the Fairfield
third side won their second game
of the season as they completely
outplayed Connecticut. Pete
Glennon and Jim Quinn. two
former football players, each
scored a try while Bob Sedgiwick
kicked two conversions and a
penalty kick for seven points.

Skaters Thump Terriers 8·1;
Travel to Stonybrook Sunday
8y Debbie Mongillo
The Stag. Hockey Club takes on
!he Patflots of Stonybrook
College Sunday aHemoon at four

Intramural Playoffs Underway
8y Bob Blair
Intramural regular season
play concluded laSl week wi!h
eight teams qualifying for
playoff action. The playdowns
began Monday and the semi·final
contests are scheduled for this
afternoon and tonight. Monday
or Tuesday the championship till
will be plaved.

Hofstra Tilt
Called off
• The varsity basketball
squad's scheduled scrimmage
against Hofstra for this saturday
has been cancelled due to an
NCAA technicality.
Each team is allowed to play
only 26gamesagainst pre-season
and regular season NCAA.
opponents. Since the Stags have
a definite number of 24 games to
play during the regUlar season it
appeared there was a two game
lee-way for pre-season
scrimmages. Upon closer
examination. however. it was
learned that Fairfield must
allow for the possibility of
playing three games (by going to
the finals) in the Quaker City
Tournament ~taich would fulfill
the 26 game quota. Therefore.
with this possibility in mind. the
Hofstra scrimmage had to be
cancelled.
• Students may now purchase
season tickets for the upcoming
baskClball season at the athletic
office for packagc dcal rates of
$24 and $18.50. There are twelve
home games: Italian National
Olympic Team, Southern Conn..
S1. Francis (:'II.Y.l. Providence.
Niagara. Fairleigh Dickinson,
St. Joseph's, lona, University of
Vermont. St. Bonaventure. Holy
Cross and Assumption.
The $24 ticket is a $34 value
and it guarantees a specific
reserved seat in the sideline
sections.
The $18.50 deal is a $24 value
and these seats will be in the new
end zone bleachers. These will
be unreserved.
Those wiming to purchase
tickets should see Mr. Richard
Perdudani. ticket manaler. in
the Athletic Office.

The Top Eiaht
Those teams finishing among
lhe elite field of eight were the
Studs. Southeast, Fairfield
Beach. Regis 4, Campion 3.
Lantern Pomt. Campkm 2 and
Northwest 4.
The Northwest 4 club. the
defending champions, appeared
to be the overwhelming favorite
to take it all again, going into its
first round match vs. Campion 2
on Monday.
In last week's concluskm of the
regular season there was limited
action. The playoff bound Studs
nailed down a 20-0 win over
Regis 1 in a game played on a
rain soaked muddy faeld.
Ua4er tlte Lip;lS
Night game actkm found the
Beach Team squeaking out a &-tI
Vtctory against Regis 4 in a
preview of the same first round
match on Monday. The lone
score came on a blocked punt
recovery in the last minute of the
game.
In another possible playoff
preview, Northwest 4 trimmed
Campklfi 3. %-0. under the lights.
Northwest scored early as C·3
quarterback Frank Johnson was

BEAT YA TO IT says rugger John Roach '73 as he puts his toe to
the ball during last Saturday's contest against UConn.

caught in the end zone while
attempting to pass.
The safety was enough to
secl:lre the win as both squads
played a tough defensive game
the rest of the way. The N.W.
defense tightened up in clutch
situations as Campion
penetrated as deep as the enemy
5 yard line only to be shut off. On
another occasion a C3 attempted
field goal was foiled on a bad
snap from center.
So.llM':asl Girls W.
Southeast's girls emerged as a
6-0 victor over the previously
unbeaten Loyola gals in the
female featurl!: game of the
week. The Southeast defense
hasn't allowed a point to be
scored against them in its only
three games !his year.
The big score of the game
came on a 5 yard pass going
from quarterback Kathy Tafoya
to Flanker Megan Jans.
The TO was set up on a long
pass play with the game's MVP,
Claire Shaughnessy on the
receiving end. Miss Shaughnessy
also led the Southeast defense in
harassing the Loyola offensive
charges.

,.
o clock 10 the Long Island Arena.
The Arena is practice Icc for the
New York Rangers.
The icemen. now boaSl a 2-1-0
r~ord followlOg a d~clslve 8·1
vlctor~ over the Terflers of SI.
FranCIS last Sunday. The
Terriers were the Metropolitan
Intercollegiate Hockey League
champions last season.
Fair!ield o~ned t~e scoring
early 10 !he first period al 1:40
and again at 10:02. Both goals
were credited to Jim Monahan
wi~ Ted Sybe,ru picking up ~e
assISt on the fll'St goal and Mike
Redden and Sybertz assisling on
the second.
St. Francis's solo goal came on
a breakaway at 13:08 in the
second period after the Stags
were able to tally twke more in
thal period. Ted Sybertz.
assisted by Redden accounted
for the first and Marty Vierling
with Redden and Chuck Frissora
getting the other.
In the third period the St.
Francis deIense broke down
completely as Fairfield scored
four times to completely blitz
the Terriers.
Marty Vierling coming in at
2: 16 scored his second loa! of the
afternoon assisted by Tom
Gilman and Ed Jenny. Sybertz
also tallted his second of the day
at 4: 12 with Jim Bollt'r and'
Dennis MacQuarrie assisting on
the play. Chuck Frissora pushed
the puck into the net at 7:42 with
Gerry Michaud and Ed Stefan
assisting. Fairfield's eighth goal
came with only a little over two
minutes left to play in the game:

THE BIG PLAY for Fairfield last saturday was made by DIl!:IInis Zambelli. This blocked punt set up
•tbe Stags only toucbdown of the day.

as Ed Stefan came in with
Frissora and Paul Fillion picking
up assists.
A phenomenal amount of
penalty time was accumulated
by the two teams. St. Francis
had 35 minutes wtiile Fairfield
had 23 minutes in the penalty
box.
Sl. Francis took 17 shots on the
Fairfield net. while the Stags
pounded the Terrier goal with 52
shots.
Chuck Frissora leads the
team with five goals and two
assists. Jim Monahan has the
most penalty minutes-18_

0-6 Gridders at
Rutgers in Finale
By Jesse Heap
The Stag gridders produced
their first touchdown of the
season but went down to their
sixth straight defeat at the hands
of the University of New Haven
this past Saturday. 1&-6.
Fece a_tiers .. Fiaale
Frtday night the team travels
to City Stadium in Newark
where they will face Rutgers in
the final lame of the season.
Losing to Rutgers would make
this year's team the first in the
club's historY to R'O winless.
A. fairly large Homecoming
crowd witnessed New Haven
score first in the middle of the
first quarter. Captain and Safety
Charley Bush returned a
Fairfield punt 55 yards for a
score. The point after touchdown
was good and the Chargers
jumped out to a 7·0IeOO.
Bil Second ~arur
New Haven's final nine points
were all scored in the second
quarter. MKlway into the quarter
quarterback Rich Della Mura hit
Halfback Sal DeMugno on a long
pass which put New Haven in
excellent field position on the
Fairfield ten. On the next play
from scrimmage Halfback Bob
Clarke scored on a sweep around
the right end. The extra point try
was good and the Chargers had
14 points.
The final two New Haven
points were registered when
Stag Quarterback Jim Collins
was nailed in the end zone for a
safety while attempting a pass.

21mbeniScored m
The six Fairfield points were
scored by the defense. Near the
end of the first quarter New
Haven was punting from its own
45. Linebacker Dennis Zambette
blocked the kick, perfectly,
recovered it on the ten, and
carried it over for the score.

